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Third Party Litigation Funding for Listed Companies

Marius Nasta, Chief Executive, Redress Solutions, London, UK

Introduction

Traditionally, third partly litigation funding was used by 
claimants who lacked the financial resources to bring 
or pursue claims against more powerful opponents. 
Encouraging the third party litigation funding of  ‘Da-
vid vs. Goliath’ was one of  the main aims of  the costs 
reforms implemented in England and Wales in 2013 
(also referred to as the ‘Jackson reforms’) as it increases 
access to justice in a world were going to court has be-
come a very expensive game. The success of  the third 
party litigation funding model, as evidenced by more 
claims being funded and subsequently resolved at me-
diation or at trial/arbitration, coupled with its increased 
availability, has drawn the attention of  listed compa-
nies. As funders, we are often invited to pitch to senior 
management in these companies and asked to explain 
the benefits of  funding outside the ‘David vs. Goliath’ 
scenario. In this article, we examine several important 
aspects of  third party funding for listed companies such 
as the context in which these companies come to involve 
third party litigation funders and the main objectives 
that they can achieve by choosing the third party fund-
ing route. We conclude the article with a reference to 
two questions that we are often asked by prospective cli-
ents, namely whether legal privilege is maintained over 
documents provided to/created by third-party funders 
and what level of  involvement in the running of  a claim 
will a funder expect once the claim is funded. 

1. Why call in a third party litigation funder?

Let us assume that a listed company, to which we shall 
refer as Company A, operates businesses in the technol-
ogy, leisure and real estate sectors. In the technology 
sector, it carries out highly sophisticated and advanced 
research and development of  new products which it 
subsequently markets throughout the world. In the 
leisure sector, it owns several brands and has hundreds 
of  franchisees. In the real estate sector, it is an owner/
developer of  multi-purpose office and residential devel-
opments. Let us also assume that Company A is facing 
a number of  immediate challenges:

– Company A has reasons to be believe that one of  
its competitors has stolen the technology for a 
ground breaking product from it; this technology 

has enabled the competitor to launch a new prod-
uct and successfully to capture market share from 
company A; 

– One of  company A’s competitors in the leisure 
sector engages in tortious interference and lures a 
significant number of  company A franchisees to its 
own brands; 

– Company A’s receivables have increased dramati-
cally due to its failure to collect rents from hundreds 
of  tenants. 

Under pressure from the markets and from its institu-
tional shareholder base, company A decides to strike 
back. One of  the initiatives agreed by the senior man-
agement team involves claims being brought before the 
courts against competitors whose actions are deemed 
unlawful and against debtors who owe company A 
millions of  pounds in royalties and other fees. To pur-
sue those claims, company A’s legal department that 
manages them, hires the services of  law firms that 
invoice hundreds of  thousands in fees every month. 
To comply with local accounting standards, provisions 
in company A’s accounts running into the millions 
are being made for legal costs and for the opponent’s 
costs (one assumes that the claims are being pursued 
in jurisdictions where the loser pays the winner’s costs 
of  the action). To manage cash flow, company A’s legal, 
finance and treasury departments are encouraged to 
work together to try to minimise the cash outflow on a 
monthly basis by renegotiating bills downwards and by 
delaying as much as possible their payment. 

High litigation costs with significant accounting im-
plications, high risks associated with the possible loss 
of  claims as well as cash flow management issues are 
some of  the most important reasons for calling in third 
party litigation funders. 

The ‘added value’ of third party litigation 
funding

By using a third party litigation funder to finance 
its litigation-related costs, Company A will achieve 
objectives that are being increasingly recognised and 
pursued by corporations throughout the world. Set out 
below are some of  the most important ones: 
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2.1 Reduction in costs and increase in profitability 

Company A will ensure that litigation costs no longer 
flow through the company’s profit and loss account 
and preserve its profitability from its operations. This 
new approach would ensure that company A no longer 
has to expense litigation costs and see its profits reduced 
accordingly;

2.2 Improved cash flow allocation

Company A will ensure that cash used to pursue litiga-
tion is deployed instead to fund growth or for any other 
purposes such as research and development of  new 
technology and expansion into new markets. Company 
A would no longer see cash flowing out to fund litiga-
tion and its asset value being reduced;

2.3 Improved balance sheet

Current accounting standards prevent Company A 
from showing the anticipated recoveries from litiga-
tion as a contingent asset while requiring that the legal 
spend on litigation be expensed immediately on the 
profit and loss account, so that ongoing litigation is an 
expense with no corresponding benefit on the balance 
sheet. If  a claim is funded, Company A incurs no legal 
costs itself. If  a funded claim is lost, Company A suffers 
no damage to its accounting position as the funder 
absorbs all the costs and the claim does not have to be 
written off  as it was not allowed to appear on the bal-
ance sheet.

On the other hand, Company A will ensure that, when 
it wins a claim funded by the funder, it can record it 
as a positive cash and income event. This will improve 
company A’s balance sheet and will make for a better 
story to tell to company A’s investors.

3. Maintaining privilege over documents 
provided to/created by the third party 
litigation funders

As funders we are often asked whether the documents 
that are presented to us for review in the context of  
our due diligence on a claim or during funding of  that 
claim are covered by privilege. The answer to the ques-
tion will depend on a number of  factors such as the law 
governing the claim and the type of  document that is 
being disclosed. For current purposes, we will limit 
ourselves to examining the position under English law. 

When reviewing a claim, we typically ask to see a 
summary of  the claim compiled by the legal team in 
charge of  the running of  the claim (this will usually 
be a partner in a law firm), an opinion from counsel 

which sets out, amongst others, the chances of  suc-
cess of  a claim expressed in percentage terms, as well 
as a budget required to bring the claim to and includ-
ing trial. We also ask to see the underlying documents 
that support the claim (e.g. the contract that was al-
legedly breached) and any other relevant documents 
that back up the claimant’s case. Once funding is in 
place and as the case proceeds, we will also see from 
time to time communications or documents between 
the funded party and the legal team which relate to the 
conduct of  the litigation. As funders we will also com-
municate to the funded party and its outside counsel 
our views on the claim and on issues such as offers of  
settlement. Most, but not all, of  these documents will 
be privileged. 

Under English law, documents that are otherwise 
privileged and are shared between the parties who have 
a ‘common interest’ are covered by ‘common interest 
privilege’. Disclosure of  a privileged document to a 
third party would normally lead to the privilege being 
waived but by demonstrating a common interest, the 
privilege stays in place. Common interest must exist at 
the time of  the disclosure to the recipient. Relationships 
where common interest privilege applies include both 
parent companies and their subsidiaries. 

Although not tested before the Courts, our view 
is that any discussions or documents that circulate 
between a funder and the funded party are covered by 
common interest privilege if  (a) lawyer to client writ-
ten communications are created by the parties for the 
purpose of  their own due diligence of  the litigation, the 
conduct of  the litigation or for the purpose of  giving 
legal advice and (b) funder to client and/or his lawyer 
communications are mainly for the purpose of  funding 
or relate to the conduct of  the litigation, particularly 
where the funder is provided with information or con-
sulted under the terms of  the funding agreement. 

To reinforce and preserve the existence of  common 
interest privilege over communications between the 
funded party, its legal team and us, we always advise 
entering into a confidentiality agreement (‘CA’). The 
CA should assert the privileged nature of  the com-
munications between funder and funded party, the 
purpose of  these communications (pursuing litigation) 
and the fact that the sharing of  privileged documents 
will not in any way waive the privilege over these same 
documents. 

4. Level of involvement of the third party 
litigation funder in the conduct of a funded 
claim

The funder’s involvement in the conduct of  a 
funded claim is governed by both legal and practical 
considerations. 
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4.1 Legal and contractual obligations

Under English law, third party litigation funders are 
not permitted to control or manage the claim they 
fund as this would be in breach of  the old doctrines of  
champerty and maintenance. Moreover, the funding 
agreement will usually include an obligation on the 
funded party and its legal team to inform and up-date 
the funder on the progress of  the claim including on any 
significant developments that may alter the chances of  
success of  the claim. Significant developments include, 
but are not limited to, offers of  settlement, a change in 
the circumstances of  the defendant (insolvency), any 
material documents coming to light (a so called ‘silver 
bullet’ in favour or against the claimant’s case), the 
funded party’s intention to change legal teams etcetera. 

4.2 Practical considerations

The legal and contractual considerations set out above 
are also accompanied by practical ones. Third party 
litigation funders are in the business of  funding claims, 

not in the business of  running them. As funders, we 
point out to companies that if  we wanted to run claims 
it would not only be unlawful but also impractical, 
since there only so many claims that can be run and 
funded at the same time… 

When funding is in place, the funder needs to take 
into account the internal dynamics of  the funded party. 
Listed companies usually have legal departments that 
include in-house lawyers with a good understanding of  
the claim, who instruct outside counsel and work with 
them in the conduct of  the claim. In-house counsel is 
therefore ideally placed to run the claims and the funder 
cannot possibly fulfil that same role. We are financiers, 
not claims managers. 

In our experience, a successfully funded claim is one 
where the funder respects the fact that the ultimate 
decision making with regards to the running of  the 
claim lies always with the funded party. It is also one 
where the funded party develops a relationship of  trust 
with the funder who is then used as a strategic advisor, 
whose experience and wisdom will make a difference to 
the outcome of  the claim.  


